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Abstract—Short Message Service (SMS) is a text messaging
service component of smart phones, web, or mobile communication systems which requires a high level of security to provide
user authentication and data confidentiality. To provide such
security features, a high security communication protocol for
SMS, called Message Security Communication Protocol (MSCP)
was proposed. In this paper, MSCP is formally analyzed using
an automated logic-based verification tool with attack detection
capabilities. The performed formal verification reveals that the
proposed protocol is susceptible to parallel session and denial-ofservice (DoS) attacks. The reasoning why these attacks are possible is detailed and an amended protocol is proposed to counter the
identified attacks. Formal verification of the amended protocol
provides confidence regarding the correctness and effectiveness
of the proposed modifications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Short Message Service (SMS) is playing a major role in
present-day mobile networks. SMS services are widely used in
many online services such as mobile banking, marketing, sales
delivery and many more [1], [2]. Since SMS can deliver lots
of vital information, SMS systems are becoming vulnerable
to more and more attacks, such as deception, eavesdropping,
messages tampering, spoofing and forgery [3].
In the technical specifications for SMS [4], the confidentiality and integrity mechanisms are only specified as optional
security measures that can be made available, but they are
not mandatory requirements for SMS system implementation.
Hence, without these SMS security options, the SMS messages
transmitted on a network are only protected by the communication network itself such as GSM network, shown to be
prone to many errors [5]. Therefore, it is required to design a
security mechanism that can provide user authentication, data
confidentiality and integrity. To offer such security features,
Wu and Tan proposed a high security SMS communication
protocol called Message Security Communication Protocol
(MSCP) [6].
Many cryptographic security protocols such as MSCP [6]
are widely used/proposed in secure data exchange over both
mobile and infrastructure networks. The design of correctnessprovable security protocols is highly complex and prone to
errors. The main difficulty in the development of security

protocols is to identify the vast possibilities of an adversary
to gain information [7].
In such cases, informal and intuitive techniques are often used to analyze security protocols, resulting in insecure
protocols to be widely used in public networks. On the
other hand, formal verification techniques have been proven
to be able to identify previously unknown flaws in security
protocols through the means of protocol verification, providing
confidence in the correctness of the protocols. In particular,
the use of the automated logic-based technique with attack
detection capability described in [7]–[12] has been shown to
be an effective approach in detecting flaws in the design of
security protocols.
This paper is concern with logic-based formal verification
and its use in the design of security protocols. We formally
analyze MSCP by using an automated logic-based verification
tool, which reveals that the protocol is susceptible to a denialof-service (DoS) attack and a parallel session attack. We
analyze the issues in MSCP and propose an amended version
of the protocol that counters the identified weaknesses. Then,
a formal verification of the amended protocol is provided
to verify the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed
modifications.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the logic-based verification process. Section III introduces
Message Security Communication Protocol (MSCP). Section
IV contains the formal verification of MSCP. Section V
presents the amended protocol and Section VI presents its
formal verification. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. L OGIC - BASED V ERIFICATION OF P ROTOCOLS
Logic-based verification techniques use a logic theory to
reason about a variety of properties of cryptographic protocols,
such as authentication, message meaning, message recognition, data confidentiality, privacy and non-repudiation. Logics
enable the generation of concise proofs of protocol goals. If all
the goals of a protocol are proven to be true, the correctness
of the protocol is established.
A cryptographic protocol must be formalized firstly before
it can be verified using a logic-based technique: the protocol

steps, assumptions and goals have to be expressed formally
using the language of the logic. Then, a process of deductive
reasoning is applied, whereby the desired protocol goals are
deduced by applying a set of axioms and inference rules to
the assumptions as well as to the message exchanges involved
in the protocol.
The initial protocol assumptions reflect the initial knowledge, beliefs and possessions of participating principals at the
beginning of each session. The desired protocol goals are a set
of knowledge, beliefs and possession of protocol participants
at the end of each session. Each principal can learn new
knowledge and increase its possessions as a result of receiving
new messages. The logic postulates enable the derivation of
the new knowledge and possessions from current assumptions
and receiving messages.
The objective of the logical analysis is to verify whether the
desired goals of the protocol can be derived from the initial assumptions and protocol steps. It is imperative that the protocol
goals to be correctly formulated. Successful verification of the
goals of the protocol can be considered secure within the scope
of the logic. Failure to achieve the goals is generally caused by
missing some hypotheses in the initial protocol assumptions or
the presence of some weaknesses in the protocol. If a weakness
is uncovered, the protocol should be provided with a systemic
solution to adjust the insecure features.
Many of the existing formal logics theories are applied manually to prove the correctness of security protocols. However,
manual completion of the proofs is difficult and error prone
[11]. Logic-based techniques require a high level of skill to
use, relying on the ability and experience of a user to generate
the formal proof of the protocol.
Automation of the verification process minimizes the chance
of faulty proofs and simplifies the verification process for
the protocol verifier. In addition, logics have the advantages
of being decidable and efficiently computable and thus can
completely be automated. We use CDVT/AD verification
tool [8], [9], [13] in this research, which is an automated
system that implements a modal logic of knowledge and an
attack detection theory. This tool can analyze the evolution of
both knowledge and belief during a protocol execution and
therefore is useful in addressing issues of both security and
trust. Additionally, the verification tool has the capability of
detecting protocol design weaknesses that can be exploited
for launching freshness and interleaving session attacks. The
attack detection mechanism in CDVT/AD incorporates rules
to address the following five main types of issues: (1) message
freshness, (2) message symmetry, (3) handshake construction,
(4) signed statements and (5) certificates.
III. M ESSAGE S ECURITY C OMMUNICATION P ROTOCOL
(MSCP)
In 2009, Wu and Tan proposed MSCP for SMS [6] to
counter impersonation attacks from illegal intruders. The authentication session of the protocol is described in Figure 1.
Here, principal A is the initiator who wants to establish
a session with responder principal B. In step 1, A sends a

1.
2.
3.
4.

A→B
B→A
A→B
A→B

:
:
:
:

{IDa,Na}KbPub
{Na,Nb}KaPub
{Nb}KbPub
{{Ks}KaPriv}KbPub

Fig. 1: Wu and Tan Mobile Communication Protocol for SMS

message that includes its identity IDa and a temporary random
number (i.e. nonce) Na. The message is encrypted using
principal B’s public key KbPub. Principal B responds in step
2 by returning nonce Na along with a new nonce generated by
B, Nb. This message is encrypted using A’s public key KaPub.
After receiving the message in step 2, A should be assured that
he is talking to B since only B is able to decrypt the message
in step 1 to retrieve Na. In step 3, A returns the nonce Nb to B
encrypted with B’s public key. Finally, in step 4, A generates a
session key Ks and sends the encrypted session key to B. B can
decrypt and retrieve the session key. As a result, both A and
B have the session key Ks. This protocol can be considered
as two logically disjoint protocols. While messages 1, 2 and
3 are concerned with mutual authentication between principal
A and B, message 4 is a session key update mechanism.
IV. F ORMAL V ERIFICATION OF MSCP
The CDVT/AD verification tool [8], [9] is used to establish
the correctness of the authentication session of MSCP. Further,
any vulnerability in the design of the verified protocol that can
be exploited by freshness and interleaving session attacks will
be highlighted by the verification tool.Prior to verification, the
protocol must be formally expressed using the language of the
verification tool before verification starts. As stated in Section
II, a formalized protocol should consist of three components:
• Initial assumptions: conditions that hold before the protocol starts.
• Protocol steps: the messages exchanged between the
principals.
• Protocol goals: conditions that are expected to hold if the
protocol terminates successfully.
A. Initial Assumptions
Initial assumptions are statements that define what each
principal possesses and knows at the beginning of a protocol
run. Following specifies the list of the initial assumptions:
A1: A possess at[0] KaPriv;
A2: A possess at[0] KaPub;
A3: A possess at[0] Kab;
A4: A know at [0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
A5: A possess at[0] KbPub;
A6: A know at[0] B possess at[0] KbPriv;
A7: A possess at[0] Na;
A8: A know at[0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Na);
A9: B possess at[0] KbPriv;
A10: B possess at[0] KbPub;
A11: B possess at[0] KaPub;
A12: B know at[0] A possess at[0] KaPriv;

A13: B possess at[0] Nb;
A14: B know at[0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Nb);
A15: B know at [0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
Statements A1-8 define the initial assumptions for principal
A before a protocol run with principal B, i.e. at time t0.
Assumptions A1 and A2 express the fact that before the start
of the protocol run, A possesses his private and public keys.
A3 specifies that the fresh session key Kab is possessed by A
and A4 indicates that A knows that he is the only principal
that possesses this session key before the start of the protocol
run. A5 expresses that A possesses the public key of B and
A6 indicates that A knows that only B possesses his own
private key before the start of the protocol run. Assumption
A7 specifies that A possesses the nonce Na and assumption A8
states that A knows that no other principal possesses this nonce
at the time. Statements A9-A15 define the initial assumptions
of B’s possessions and knowledge before the start of the
protocol run. A9 and A10 state that B possesses his public
and private keys. A11 expresses that B possesses A’s public
key and A12 indicates that B knows that A is the only principal
that possesses his own private key. A13 expresses the fact that
B possesses the nonce Nb and A14 indicates that B knows
that the nonce is fresh for the current run of the protocol.
Statement A15 specifies that the fresh session key Kab is not
possessed by any principal before the start of the protocol run.

G3 states that A knows that this message is fresh, i.e. it has
been created by B for the current protocol run. Goals G4G7 are the corresponding goals regarding authentication of A
to B. G4 states that B knows that A is indeed the source of
message component {Nb}KbPub, i.e. the reply to B’s nonce
challenge. G5 states that B knows that this message component
has been created during the current protocol run. G6 states that
B knows at step 4 that A is the source of message component
{{Kab}KaPriv}KbPub and G7 expresses that B knows that
this message component has been created during the current
protocol run. Finally, goals G8-G10 are the corresponding key
establishment goals for both participating principals after step
4 completes.
D. Results of MSCP verification
The results of the automated verification are illustrated
in Figure 2. The results show that not all the goals of
authentication of B to A (i.e. goal G2) and of authentication
of A to B (i.e. goal G4) are successfully verified. Additionally,
not all the goals concerning key establishment for B (i.e. goal
G6) are satisfied.

B. Protocol Steps
The steps of MSCP are formalized as follows:
S1: B receive at[1] {A, Na}KbPub;
S2: A receive at[2] {Na, Nb}KaPub;
S3: B receive at[3] {Nb}KbPub;
S4: B receive at[4] {{Kab}KaPriv}KbPub;
C. Protocol Goals
The objectives of MSCP are to achieve the mutual authentication of principals A and B and to distribute a secret session
key Kab. These goals are formalized as follows:
G1: A possess at[2] Nb;
G2: A know at[2] (B send at[2] {Na, Nb}KaPub);
G3: A know at[2] NOT(Zero possess at[0] {Na,
Nb}KaPub);
G4: B know at[3] (A send at[3] {Nb}KbPub);
G5: B know at[3] NOT(Zero possess at[0] {Nb}KbPub);
// true freshness
G6: B know at[4] (A send at[4] {{Kab}KaPriv}KbPub);
// false any data encrypted with KbPub
G7: B know at[4] NOT(Zero possess at[0]
{{Kab}KaPriv}KbPub);
G8: B possess at [4] Kab;
G9: B know at[4] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
G10: A know at[4] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
Goals G1-G3 relate to authentication of B to A. G1 states
that A possesses the nonce Nb at step 2. G2 states that A
knows at step 2 that B is the source of message component
{Na, Nb}KaPub, which is the reply to As nonce challenge.

Fig. 2: Results of the Automated Verification
The verification tool allows to investigate the causes of
failed goals by browsing the detail of the verification process.
Figure 3 is an example that shows the details of the failed
verification of goal G2, where it can be seen that A’s inability
to authenticate the source of the message component is the
cause of the failure.

Fig. 3: Details of the Failed Verification of Goal G2
Investigation of the failed protocol goals in this fashion
reveals that the protocol suffers from several weaknesses
illustrated as follows:
• A’s inability to establish that B is the source of message
component {Na, Nb}KaPub in step 2 (goal G2) prevents
the authentication of B to A.
• B’s inability to establish that A is the source of message
component {Nb}KbPub in step 3 (goal G4) prevents the
authentication of A to B.
• B’s inability to establish that A is the source of message
component {{Kab}KaPriv}KbPub in step 4 (goal G6)
prevents B from accepting the session key.

The conclusion is that neither authentication of A to B nor
that of B to A is achieved by MSCP. In addition, three design
weaknesses of MSCP concerning identifying freshness and
interleaving session vulnerabilities are revealed.
Figure 4 shows that three of the attack detection rules (one
freshness rule, one handshake rule and one signed statement
rule) are triggered. The result obtained with respect to the
freshness rules is that the cryptographic expression in step 4
{{Kab}KaPriv}KbPub is not freshness-protected. This implies
that {{Kab}KaPriv}KbPub does not contain anything that
would allow principal B to recognize it as being fresh (i.e.,
a nonce previously generated by B in the same protocol
run). The results derived for the handshake rules also lead
to revealing a weakness in the protocol where it should
contain a sender identifier to prove the source of the message
component. The results for the signed statement rules state
that the receiver identity needs to be included to distinguish
the random value, encrypted using the public key of principal
B.

Fig. 4: Verification Results of Attack Detection

In step 1, A initiates and establishes a session with B. B
responds with the message {Na,Nb}KaPub in step 2. The
attacker can intercept the messages during the session even
if he would not be able to decrypt the messages. The attacker
could suppress the messages in step 4 and then send any value
encrypted using the public key of B in step 5. Finally, B
decrypts this message using his own private key KbPriv and
encrypts it using A’s public key KaPub to get the session key
{data}KaPub. Now the attacker has successfully impersonated
A to set up a session with B. As a result, the mobile user is
not able to use the correct session key Ks to set up a session
and, consequently, will be denied access to B. Furthermore,
all the user’s subsequent authentication requests will be altered
by the attacker through repeating the steps described above.
F. A parallel session attack on MSCP
The revealed weaknesses in the protocol can also be exploited by an intruder in a parallel session attack. Suppose
intruder I is a user of the mobile communication network.
Thus, I is able to set up normal sessions with other users, and
vice versa. Besides, as an intruder, I can intercept any messages transmitted over the network and can also generate new
messages. However, the intruder is not capable of guessing the
content from the encrypted messages unless the messages are
encrypted with his own public key. The intruder can generate
random values and can also replay encrypted messages that
he intercepted in previous sessions of the protocol.
The parallel session attack on the protocol allows intruder
I to impersonate principal A by starting a fake session with
principal B. The attack involves two simultaneous runs of the
protocol: in run i, A establishes a valid session with I; in run
ii, I impersonates A to establish a fake session with B. The
corresponding attack scenario is illustrated in Figure 6.

E. A DoS attack on MSCP
The dependence on successful message reception is a weakness in the protocol that would make the protocol susceptible
to DoS conditions. The security of the communication could
be compromised by an attacker through intentional message
jamming and the jamming of a mobile user can be easily
achieved through using low-grade technology [14]–[16]. If the
last message is not successfully delivered to principal B, then
the attacker could send a random value to B, encrypted with
the public key of B. The scenario of the attack is illustrated
in Figure 5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A→B : {IDa, Na}KbPub
B→A : {Na, Nb}KaPub
A→B : {Nb}KbPub
A→X|B : {{Ks}KaPriv}KbPub
I(A)→B : {data}KbPub
I(A)←{data}KaPub→B
A|X←Ks→X|B

Fig. 5: Denial of Server Attack on the Wu and Tan Mobile
Communication Protocol

i.1. A → I
ii.1.
ii.2.
i.2. I → A
i.3. A → I
i.4. A → I
ii.3.
ii.4.

: {IDa, Na}KiPub
I(A) → B : {IDa, Na}KbPub
B → I(A) : {Na, Nb}KaPub
: {Na, Nb}KaPub
: {Nb}KiPub
: {{Ks}KaPriv}KiPub
I(A) → B : {Nb}KbPub
I(A) → B : {data}KbPub

Fig. 6: Parallel Session Attack on MSCP
In step i.1, A starts session i with user I through sending
nonce Na. In step ii.1, I, who is a dishonest user, impersonates
A in order to establish a false session with B, by sending nonce
Na obtained in the previous message. B then responds in step
ii.2 by generating a new nonce Nb and sending Nb along with
Na to A. Intruder I intercepts this message but cannot decrypt
it since the message is encrypted with A’s public key. Intruder
I then forwards the message to A in step i.2. After verification
of the message, A believes that B is the source of nonce Nb,
since i.2 contains the corresponding response to its challenge
sent as part of the message i.1. A replies to I’s nonce challenge

in step i.3 and therefore I can decrypt the message and obtain
Nb. Nb is then sent to B as part of the message ii.3. Hence,
B believes that A has correctly established a session with him
after completing run ii of the protocol. Note that intruder I
can now freely generate a session key which B can obtain
from message {data}KaPub in step ii.4. Therefore, intruder I
can impersonate a remote user A to get access to B without
knowing any secret information.
V. A MENDMENT TO THE M ESSAGE S ECURITY
C OMMUNICATION P ROTOCOL (MSCP)
As shown in the Sections IV, MSCP protocol [6] is not
secure and it has weaknesses that can be exploited by DoS and
interleaving session attacks (i.e. replay and parallel session).
An amendment is proposed in this section to remove the
discovered weaknesses.
To counter potential replay attacks, all encrypted messages transmitted over the network need to be fresh. The
cryptographic message {{Ks}KaPriv}KbPub in step 4 should
include a component which would allow the recipient B to
recognize the freshness of this message. This can be achieved
by introducing the nonce Nb, generated by B at step 2 in the
protocol, as illustrated in Figure 7. Thus, the cryptographic
expression that contains the new generated key Ks can be
identified by B as fresh, i.e. as belonging to the current
protocol run. Consequently, any attempt by an intruder to
replay message of step 4 will fail, as B can identify the replay
through the incorrect value of Nb.
In order to fix the other two weaknesses that can be
exploited by parallel session attacks, the outcome of the tool
recommends the following solutions: (1) to add the identity
of the receiver B in the content of the signed expression
{Ks}KaPriv, transmitted in step 4 of the protocol (i.e. the cryptographic expression {Ks}KaPriv should be receiver bound)
and (2) to add the identity of the sender B in the content of
the cryptographic expression {Na, Nb}KaPub, transmitted in
step 2 of the protocol (i.e. modify the content of this message
in order to be sender bound). Figure 7 outlines our proposed
amended version of the Wu and Tan mobile communication
protocol with the original notations.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A→B
B→A
A→B
A→B

:
:
:
:

{IDa, Na}KbPub
{Na, Nb, IDb}KaPub
{Nb}KbPub
{{Ks, IDb, Nb}KaPriv}KbPub

Fig. 7: An Amended Version of the Wu and Tan Mobile
Communication Protocol for SMS

VI. V ERIFICATION OF THE P ROPOSED A MENDED V ERSION
OF MSCP
A. Initial Assumptions
The initial assumptions are similar to the original ones for
the Wu and Tan mobile communication protocol. The only

changes occur in assumptions A9 and A18 where modifications are made to the messages.
A1: A possess at[0] KaPriv;
A2: A possess at[0] KaPub;
A3: A possess at[0] Kab;
A4: A know at [0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
A5: A possess at[0] KbPub;
A6: A know at[0] B possess at[0] KbPriv;
A7: A possess at[0] Na;
A8: A know at[0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Na);
A9: A know at[0] (A receive at[2] {Na, Nb, B}KaPub
IMPLY B send at[2] {Na, Nb, B}KaPub);
A10: B possess at[0] KbPriv;
A11: B possess at[0] KbPub;
A12: B possess at[0] KaPub;
A13: B know at[0] A possess at[0] KaPriv;
A14: B know at[0] A possess at[0] KaPub;
A15: B possess at[0] Nb;
A16: B know at[0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Nb);
A18: B know at[0] (B receive at[3] {Nb}KbPub IMPLY
A send at[3] {Nb}KbPub);
A19: B know at [0] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
B. Amended protocol steps
The formalization needs to be adjusted due to changes made
in the steps of the protocol.
S1: B receivefrom A at[1] {A, Na}KbPub;
S2: A receivefrom B at[2] {Na, Nb, B}KaPub;
S3: B receivefrom A at[3] {Nb}KbPub;
S4: B receivefrom A at[4] {{Kab, B, Nb}KaPriv}KbPub;
C. Amended protocol goals
Modifications to the message exchange are also reflected in
the corresponding goals.
G1: A possess at[2] Nb;
G2: A know at[2] (B send at[2] {Na, Nb, B}KaPub);
G3: A know at[2] NOT(Zero possess at[0] {Na, Nb,
B}KaPub);
G5: B know at[3] (A send at[3] {Nb}KbPub);
G6: B know at[3] NOT(Zero possess at[0] {Nb}KbPub);
G7: B know at[4] (A send at[4] {Kab, B, Nb}KaPriv);
G8: B know at[4] NOT(Zero possess at[0] {Kab, B,
Nb}KaPriv);
G9: B possess at [4] Kab;
G11: B know at[4] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
G12: A know at[4] NOT(Zero possess at[0] Kab);
D. Verification results of the proposed protocol
The results of the automated verification for the amended
version of the MSCP protocol are illustrated in Figure 8. As
it shows, the outcome for the attack detection verification is
null of any message indicating a weakness in the design of
the protocol that can be exploited by potential freshness or
interleaving session attacks. In addition, all goals are verified
successfully, which indicates that the proposed protocol can
be considered secure. Further, the total verification time spans

712 ms and memory expense is only 19960 Kbytes during
the formal verification of the amended protocol. This outcome
provides confidence in the correctness and effectiveness of our
proposed solution.
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Fig. 8: Verification Results of the Amended Protocol
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the process of formally verifying a security
protocol based on modal logic technique was introduced. An
automated logic-based verification tool with the capability of
detecting freshness and interleaving session attacks was used
to verify the security properties of Message Security Communication Protocol (MSCP), which was proposed as a high
security communication protocol for Short Message Service
(SMS). The formal verification results revealed several weaknesses in MSCP that can be exploited by potential parallel
session and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. These weaknesses
were analyzed and an amended protocol immune to these
attacks was proposed. Formal verification of the amended
protocol verified all of its security properties and could thus
provide confidence in the correctness and effectiveness of the
proposed modifications.
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